
Illustrative Examples
These examples are for illustrative purpose only. The actual balances, amount and timing of temporary credit 
issuance may vary based on the method of deposit of your stimulus payment. 

Example #1: Account Balance is Negative at the time the Stimulus Payment is Deposited 
Let’s say the balance in your account at the time a $1400 stimulus payment is deposited is negative $250. To 
ensure you have full access to your stimulus payment, we will temporarily credit the amount overdrawn into your 
account. Here is an example:

Account balance before stimulus payment deposit -$250

Stimulus payment deposit +$1400

Temporary credit applied by Union Bank to cover amount overdrawn +$250

Account balance after stimulus payment deposit and temporary credit $1400

Temporary Credit Reversed 
After 90 days, regardless of your account balance, we will reverse the temporary credit. 
Let’s say that 90 days later, the balance in your account is $300. The previously applied temporary credit of $250 
will be reversed, bringing your account balance to $50. Here is an example:

Account balance $300

Temporary credit reversal -$250

Account balance after temporary credit reversal $50

Example #2: Continuous Overdraft Closure 
If your account remains or becomes overdrawn for 45 consecutive days, your account will be closed, even if it’s 
before the 90-day period ends.

Account balance before stimulus payment deposit -$250

Stimulus payment deposit +$1400

Temporary credit applied by Union Bank to cover amount overdrawn +$250

Account balance after stimulus payment deposit and temporary credit $1400

Check -$1500

Overdraft Fee -$33

Continued Overdraft Fees (total) -$30

Account Balance -$163

Account remains negative for 45 Days, but before 90-day temporary 
credit period ends – account is closed 
TOTAL DUE:
(-$163 outstanding balance + -$250 Temporary Credit)

$413

Example #3: Reversal of a Temporary Credit from a prior Economic Impact Payment and current Economic 
Impact Payment 
If you received a Temporary Credit from a prior Economic Impact Payment, the Temporary Credit we provided 
for the previous Economic Impact Payment will be reversed at the end of that initial 90-day period as previously 
communicated.

Account balance before stimulus payment deposit -$250

Stimulus payment deposit +$1400

Temporary credit applied by Union Bank to cover Overdraft +$250

Account balance after stimulus payment and temporary credit deposit $1400

Round Two Stimulus Payment - Temporary Credit Reversed  -$150

Account Balance $1250

Temporary Credit from current Economic Impact Payment Reversed 
After 90 days, regardless of your account balance, we will reverse the temporary credit. 
Let’s say at the time the current temporary credit is scheduled to be reversed, the balance in your account is 
$300. The previously applied temporary credit of $250 will be reversed, bringing your account balance to $50. 
Here is an example:

Account balance $300

Temporary credit reversal -$250

Account balance after temporary credit reversal $50
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